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One way to see the relationships:

Cheesemaker -> Distributor -> Retailer -> Customer



One way to see the relationships:

Cheesemaker -> Distributor -> Retailer -> Customer

OR- maybe information could flow both ways…

Cheesemaker -> Distributor -> Retailer -> Customer



What’s the role of the retailer in the cheese 
chain?

PROMOTE: Educate customers about cheese, sell the 
cheese, and the story of cheese. 

OBSERVE: How is that cheese faring in the 
marketplace, how is the packaging helping that 
cheese?

PARTICIPATE: Provide feedback to the distributors, 
importers, cheesemakers about the cheese. Care for 
that cheese in shop.



Ordering

- Selecting vendors

- Local distributor

- Long haul distributor

- FedEx/UPS vs. reefer truck

- Direct from maker (local or FedEx/UPS)

- Air Cargo

Consider these:

*time of year/temp

*product assortment



Receiving

- Check in the order immediately (count boxes, 
obvious damage)

- Collect relevant information from the invoice.

- Collect relevant information from the cheese 
packaging.

- Take the temp!



Note- not a brand recommendation!



Collect information from the cheese 
packaging.

- Lot or Batch Number(s)

- Make/Production Date

- Sell By Date

Where is this information?  















Receiving Log
Date Vendor item code brand Description Lot/make date Exp. Date Notes/ temp at receipt

28-Apr-14 GFI 13556 many fold garret's ferry 4D09 18-May wheels firm, slight play, 38F

One option: The Receiving Log

Benefit- all the information is in one spreadsheet, and can be analyzed for movement,
projections, etc. Easily available to show inspectors.
Downside: Possibly time-consuming.

*email me at cheesemonger@gmail.com for the sheet*

What to do with that information?

mailto:cheesemonger@gmail.com


Another option- put the info from the cheese packaging onto the invoice

Benefit- much of the information is already there.
Downside: Invoices don’t always stay available at the shop



Third option: take photos of the packaging before unwrapping.

Benefit- quick and easy, can delete the pics when the cheese has been sold
Downside: invoice info not available, only that receiver will have the pic.





Why Collect this?

Feedback and Clarification for retailers:

This is Molly Browne, when she was
mongering at Cured in Boulder. 

She received a wheel of Manchego 1605
with a greenish-blue mold she didn’t 
recognize, and wasn’t sure how to proceed.
Good mold or Bad mold? 

[Pic here of the
Mold on the cheese]



She contacted Rachel Juhl at Essex St. Cheese
to ask about it, and because Molly had the 
lot info, Rachel was able to reference her 
tasting notes for that batch.

The mold was p. glaucum- beneficial, and even
desirable. Cheese was saved!

The sheep were pleased their work was not for naught



Relationships are good for business!

Tim Gaddis, formerly of Star
Provisions in Atlanta.

Creator of the Atlanta Cheese
Festival



Vince Razionale at Cellars at Jasper Hill:

“Cheesemakers obviously need to know when their cheese is wrong in
the market, but also need to know when it’s right- sometimes cheesemongers
will take the time to write in and say that they are really liking _____ cheese,
but without knowing what batch of ____ cheese it is, the cheesemaker can’t
do much with that (other than warm fuzzy feelings, of course).”

Retailer feedback can and does impact the development of the cheeses and
how they are packaged. 

How can this information help the cheesemaker?



Cremont used to go to retail in
these lovely crates. The problem
was that sometimes they would
end up on their sides, and become 
a large squished cremont.

Feedback from down the cheese chain
helped lead to this more protective package,
and cut down on damage, credits and loss.

An example of how retailer feedback changed 
the packaging:



Humboldt Fog: 



Evaluate condition:
Neal’s Yard Dairy has an excellent USA Export Guide for Retailers at
www.nealsyarddairy.co.uk

Page 5 instructs :
- Do not break down the box
- Open the box, remove and unwrap the cheese and look at it
- If the surface is damp, give it air
- Make sure the wrap is intact
- Keep it in the box in the walk-in, so it doesn’t lose moisture
- Store on a low shelf away from fans to minimize moisture loss.

*There is also an excellent cutting guide for many formats on page 9

http://www.nealsyarddairy.co.uk


From the Cellars at Jasper Hill:

This comes in the “pizza boxes” that house the Harbison. This insert was created in 
response from retailers that were not sure how to handle and care for their cheeses.



What to look for, and what can be done- by cheese type

Soft-ripened, bloomy cheeses.
look for a clean white surface, a little mottling, especially on the edges
aroma of mushrooms, cream, cauliflower.

Nice rind!

Terrible cut! 



Soft-ripened, bloomy, more mottled:

The determiner here will be primarily 
smell.

Ammonia is a natural by-product of
proteolysis, and a faint ammonia smell
can dissipate with open breathing, or creating 
A “micro-climate” with a crate and plastic.

This cheese is toast.



Surface-ripened, Washed rind

Surface should (generally) be damp,
Orangey, free of excessive cracks.

Beautiful Grayson!



Some slight cracks, or mold growth can be inhibited with salt water.
b. linens is “halophilic”, meaning salt-loving. 

Taleggio has natural mold that
forms, is tamped down, re-forms, etc.

Occasionally, since it’s been out of it’s
aging room for awhile, it has an
overgrowth of mold, or it gets quite
dry.



A rub-down with salty-as-the-sea water 
will make the b. linens happy, 
and inhibit the mold.

*some health depts frown on this,
so ask first!



Pressed cheese, dry rind (Granas, Manchego), not wax-rind.

This poor neglected thing was found in a walk-in.



I used salt water here, but a salt + olive oil paste works nicely also.



Pressed, Natural Rind

The problems with these are primarily moisture related: too little or too much.

If too dry, create a nice microclimate using the cheese’s wrapping, and loose
plastic wrap.

If too damp, unwrap and let breathe.

Sometimes, one cheese will have both problems- dry on one end, damp on
the other.  This is seen especially in large blue hats like Stilton. You can 
lightly wrap the dry end, put it on the “down” side, and expose the wet end to air.



Rogue Creamery Blue Cheeses

The Core Blues (Oregon, Oregonzola, Crater Lake, Smokey):
Remove the outer bag but keep the foil in place
Open the cheese by scoring the foil all the way around before cutting

Natural rinded blues like Caveman and Flora Nelle
Should be stripped of all packaging when it’s time to begin selling them. 
Natural rind can be moist and messy when first opened – if so, let them “air 
out” for a limited amount of time.  
(Keep checking to ensure they don’t dry out too much.)

Based on advice from Tom Van Voorhees, Rogue Creamery



Your best chance of keeping a cheese in good condition is to 
evaluate it upon receipt.

No matter the type: At least look at it and smell it.

Be like Max! (Hardhat optional)



Returns, Credits and Questions- Communication!

If you have a questionable cheese, you should address it with your 
vendor within 24 hours, even if you are going to give it some love
and see how it responds, let your vendor know.

If a cheese looks iffy, take pics- ask the vendor, importer
or cheesemaker

Always be Learning. Even cheese you can’t save teaches you.



Traceability- Why we need this.

- FDA considers cheese to be a “temperature controlled, 
potentially hazardous food”. 

- Confusion between agencies/levels…. Wood shelving?

- The waste!

- So many bad practices out there.

- We can start setting the standards for our industry. 



Lessons from other industries:

- Standardization of labelling/tagging of shellfish



- Begin by establishing our own good practices across the 
board.

- Collaborate with local and state/federal regulators
- Go to their meetings, offer to educate them
- Invite them to our conferences and seminars.
- Get to know your local regulators

- Use traceability as a marketing strategy
- Identifying Critical Control Points at retail
- Create the structure
- “Control Freak” is not derogatory!

Lessons from other industries, con’t:



Traceability- the future

FSMA’s Small Entity Compliance Guide.  
Currently “non-binding recommendations” on recordkeeping

Don’t we as a community want to set the agenda on the products
we love?

Make regulators partners, not adversaries-
We all want the same thing!

HACCP programs or best practices for retailers

Traceability- There’s an App for that!



Review: What’s the role of the retailer in the 
cheese chain?

PROMOTE: Educate customers about cheese, sell the 
cheese, and the story of cheese.

OBSERVE: How is that cheese faring in the 
marketplace, how is the packaging helping that 
cheese?

PARTICIPATE: Provide feedback to the distributors, 
importers, cheesemakers about the cheese. 

ADVOCATE: Be a leader in our industry- help set the

standards that are good for all of us.



Molly Browne, Cellars at Jasper Hill
Zoe Brickley, Cellars at Jasper Hill
Vince Razionale, Cellars at Jasper Hill

Tom VanVorhees, Rogue Creamery
David Gremmels, Rogue Creamery

Tim Gaddis, Many Fold Farm

Allison Hooper, Vermont Creamery

Mary Keehn, Cypress Grove
Janne Rasmussen, Cypress Grove
Bob McCall, Cypress Grove
Debbie Peterson, Cypress Grove

Big Thanks to the Community, especially:

Rachel Juhl, Essex St. Cheese

Debra Dickerson, Cowgirl Creamery
Peg Smith, Cowgirl Creamery
Sue Conley, Cowgirl Creamery

Kate Arding, Talbott & Arding
Cheese and Provisions

Brent Toepfer, BHE



Choose wisely.


